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**The Target**

Competency is most important nerve center for organizational functions to link to the overall performance. It aligns strategies with priorities of the organization. Corporate e-learning systems can become more successful only if, when it becomes a self-initiated program by each individual at workplace. Today's organizations are incorporating such a competency based approaches in order to be more successful to utilize the human capability at its maximum level. When these (Cbcel) tools are used, it provides an opportunity for employees to document and demonstrate their target achievements at workplace. The question arises what exactly is Cbcel. It is defined as follows

“Competency based corporate e-learning system is a human resource tool, which enables the corporate enterprise to map employee/team performance gap analysis and to appropriately address through learner centric e-learning courses and develop employees for the betterment of business results at a reduced cost across geographical locations”.

Personal learning plan (PLP) is addressed as a best vehicle for competency based e-learning systems. It makes both receivers (employees) and givers (Land D and HR) understand about address the issue of prior learning, (retrospection of past learning) assessment of the present, prospecting for the future by understanding where the gap is (need to develop) choosing from the e-learning portfolio and correct method to achieve the required level of competencies.

HR department would have developed competency framework linked with KPI at various levels with the intention of (past present and future) aligned with individual jobs. The Land D shall develop the curriculum based on addressing Knowledge, and skills with the requirement for current and future. This particular concept is called as competency based e-learning curriculum (may be delivered through electronic form).

The challenge for Land D shall be about employees who are adult learners and deliver the content in the required pattern for different users. The key points they need to understand are:

- The main objective is to mold employees as self-directed learners
- Understand their diverse experiences on different kinds of learning
- Understand employees - different styles of learning
- Different methods they use to solve problems

---
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Various e-Learning portfolios
Levels of courses on each subject matter
The best methods to test and quantify them to link to performance

However, some of the points are tested through this research. Today companies hardly measure individual results; they mostly count on team results. A study on various teams and groups based on which project they are working on and what learning content should be available for them. The HR and Land D activities have to be synchronized in order to deliver best results. All these experiments and achievements are possible only if, various individuals support and understand context. The next section discusses on adult learning and learning styles.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The secondary research conducted references of various resources like journals, reports, articles, projects and web links lead us to the following key points. The review of literature starts with understanding of corporate learning process by deriving a meaning for variables like learning and job context, streamlining the process of learning in accordance to job requirements for continuous transformation of knowledge in order to perform in the turbulent business environment. Top global organizations have included learning in their routine process with the help of technology. Many studies have contributed to the understanding of the relational phenomenon between learning and job and knowledge. The learning programs are totally different from that of school or college curriculum. Since the business environment is very vibrant, change is the only constantly occurring activity and learning keeps the employees’ up to date on the current requirements.

The need driven learning has to be in accordance to learning and development orientation which should be a well-planned task. Many researches in the corporate sector indicate that, people are of strategic importance. Many authors have captured the terms lifelong learning and the “learning society” as the areas of research that contribute to the development of ‘workplace learning’ as a distinctive field of enquiry. The concept of workplace learning has also been summarized by many authors and researchers, that has brought out the prominent themes like approaches to learning, formal/informal learning and insists on individuals and their learning contexts of work cannot be considered separately. There are also discussions on several aspects about work environment, work content and context of behavior.

The critical aspect of successful human resource learning and development programs in organizations is interest and active participation by employees. Careful design of this development program content cannot compensate for a lack of interest or participation on the part of employees. The authors have brought into light concepts such as growth needs, personal mastery, learning goals, and development orientation within organizational settings. Not only that, but behavioral involvement, understanding self and cultivating positive attitude are the most important challenges in today’s organizational context. Some authors also relate between production and learning goals as independent (uncorrelated) and they are not opposite ends of the same continuum.

The concept of learning is addressed on diverged views by many authors although all of them converge at a position called knowledge, creativity and enlightenment of self-etc. The authors pin point on existence of hierarchical structures, groups (teams) and the realist view of objects, activities and people are associated occurrences of learning. Some researches indicate the importance of team learning and continuous learning for smooth flow of organizational process. The process of feedback has been given extreme importance in most of the researches, apart from these concepts like explicit, implicit, tacit knowledge through learning and practice has been cited with criticality.

In the study of competencies and organizational learning, the authors aim to provide a road map for competency based learning. Competencies related to learning and jobs have been paid great attention in the recent times. This has resulted in a plethora of papers and reports on assessment of competencies, definition and including their computation. In straightforward terms learning activities can be linked to scheduling and evaluating with the aim of helping employees to get some required competencies for job context. The competency gap becomes the key measurement element that is
used for action in the organization. The competency gap then addressed through learning activity may be for individual or team competency connecting to the organizational competency requirements in order to achieve objectives/goals.

However, Competency Management System (CMS) helps to identify the core competencies and linked to HR based reward and incentive programs. Some organizations allow their employees to set personalized goals linked to job roles and organizational competencies. Another important fact with regard to competency is it is linked to Performance Management system (PMS) of the Organization. Competency linked PMS is a crucial factor in measuring success of the organization.

In order to remain competitive in an ever-changing, high-tech environment, organizations are investing more money in training employees. Day by day, more and more organizations in the globe are adapting e-learning to meet their training needs because it is less expensive and it could be addressed to many people at a time across boundaries. Corporate or Workplace e-learning used as a powerful tool for training global workforce involved in career-related continuous learning, because it has the benefit of being available on-demand, at any time and at any place. Workplace e-learning also offers a unique opportunity for employees, as they can plan their learning activities at their own convenience. The training environment of workplace e-learning is such that, learners are encouraged to make their own choices about the content and information for studying. The provision of learner control in workplace e-learning gives trainees the ability to focus on selected topics with appropriately designed e-learning portal.

Most of the research studies in e-learning are about higher education, vocational studies and distance learning almost in all the parts of the world (some example countries are Italy, Korea, UK, USA and Canada). These courses include those completely dependent on the internet (with no face-to-face meetings) as well as traditional classroom-based courses with a required or optional distance learning component (including a course web site with additional online resources). Researches indicate that, positive impacts on student learning in terms of increasing overall learning experience and their comfort with using technology. While these advances are exciting, allowing both instructors and students more flexibility and creativity within the learning process, it becomes necessary to explore how these forms of instructional technology influencing student learning. These research papers are ignored because the researchers’ lucrative area is specifically concerned with corporate e-learning.

Corporate or workplace e-learning takes different forms and dimensions as the literature review suggests that convenience is the first advantage to be derived. They are TAM for e-learning, effective implementation of e-learning, acceptance and resistance to corporate e-learning, performance-oriented approach to e-learning in the workplace, impact of e-learning in workplace, the influence of learning styles on learners in e-learning environments, the effect of e-learning technology using acceptance and e-learning system service quality on organizational learning based on users’ perceptions, convergence, knowledge management, training and e-learning: scenarios making it work.

Most of the researches in corporate e-learning have made use of Donald Kirkpatrick’s (1976) four levels of training evaluation. They are reactions, learning, employee behavior and organizational results model. Pre-test, and post-test assessments are frequently used in the e-training courses especially several of the training solutions are formal certification courses. The background study shows that Kirkpatrick’s model is more suitable for understanding training evaluation in corporate scenarios.

E-learning models are understood as one of the important areas of research, for getting a clear picture about various modes like learner centered pedagogy, PDP, complexity models of Intelligence etc. Apart from these models, learning style has identified 71 models, in which 13 models are found to be more important and most of the researches have utilized these. Some model reviews are presented like actor models, championing factors that used to capture the adult learners. The research papers also discuss on the various learning platforms models through which the content is delivered. The theory of e-learning research has also come up with customized models which are
specifically used by some organizations only. They are Personalized Adaptive Filtering systems (PAFS) and KPI models. Most commonly described models in E-learning are TAM, Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) models, e-learning acceptance model, Meta analytic path model, and TAM extension models. models of constructivist VLE, competence performance approach and Adaptive Intelligent Personalized Learning (AIPL). These models are being discussed as a part of review.

The article on competencies and imitability in the Pharmaceutical Industry makes several contributions to the growing literature on competencies and resource-based view of the firm. At first, the paper addresses gap in previous studies, article investigates the impact of three different types of competencies on firm’s performance. These empirical results highlight the jeopardy inherent in acquiring competencies and the importance of new learning. Competency refers to the behavior or performance of an individual. Yet does refer to the underlying “aspects of a person”, such as their knowledge or skill, that “enable him/her to be competent“. The focus on individual’s abilities like knowledge and skill are portrayed by some authors as competencies of individuals. The concept of performance assessment plays a vital role in evaluating the employee’s knowledge acquisition and achievements in the work-place. So performance assessment and competency cannot be split.

The next point is focused on bridging competencies and e-learning. The concept of learning object is the Center of new means for instructional design of web-based learning that emphasizes on reuse as a quality characteristic of learning contents and activities. The Learning objects are considered as reusable elements that can be used as part of learning designs which is understood as learning repository in electronic databases. This schematic description of learning design gives an idea for flexibility. The specification provides in describing activitybased learning program which are addressed by some authors as goals, obstacles, actions and prerequisites. (GOAP)

The companies identify core competencies that align with the company’s mission, vision and goals, encourage employees to establish personalized objectives that allow them to develop their abilities. The company goals incorporating competencies into performance management activities demonstrates that companies connect achievement to compensation and align employee work to strategic goals. These objectives and goal achieving behavior leads to performance excellence. Most of the successful companies align competencies defined in the performance management system with the company’s strategic objectives by formally linking employee development activities. The PMS ensures that knowledge transfer, succession planning and employee training needs become a part of daily operations which is called as competency based Performance management system. Competency-based learning as one component in a powerful strategy for leveraging competency models and maximizing the impact of assessments, training and performance support programs and resources. Many articles addressing competency based learning constitute the foundation for learning and depict the innate makeup of individuals and teams to achieve organizational goals which is a necessary for the future.

The key highlight of this research is to mainly focus on Competency based corporate e-learning which is considered to be highly important and crucial with e-learning systems design for delivering training to adult learners at workplace. In recent years, researchers have made attempts to integrate competency-based models into e-learning programs to allow employees to develop competencies. These studies present an approach for aligning competency based learning process with business activities via e-learning technology. The methodology describes the use of key performance indicators (KPIs) as a framework to link learning with work competencies and performance in e-learning applications. The ultimate purpose of work-integrated learning is to drive business results and to bring about positive changes in behavior and job performance. Competency-based e-learning in the workplace, is recognized for supporting a personalized learning process and facilitating peer communication and collaboration. These are the two key elements in the instructional design for learning system (Chang, 2012).
Most of the studies in competency based e-learning either takes the direction of systems view or technology acceptance model (TAM) in HR point of view among various corporate settings. Some of the literatures reviewed have been presented in the form of case studies. With respect to the methodology for data collection utilized in the literatures is questionnaires method by using snowball sampling or convenient sampling. There are very few empirical research studies found in competency based e-learning.

On the topic of competency based e-learning, various dimensions and different perspectives are discussed and presented by authors in the present literature review. Some of them are competency development in knowledge management and e-learning. To explain further, some authors capture insights into the higher order of competency based e-learning, for specific kinds of jobs. Another view brought out the concept of knowledge space theory, comprehensive skill development program for continuous and consistent assessment. The European community online suggests that, with such kinds of online program even people who are differently able can also be trained. The system architecture needs to match support for individual competency requirement.

Some authors have proposed structural equation model for understanding relationship for e-learning readiness, system quality and outcomes. There are some points contributed towards personalized e-learning environment with intelligent e-tutor. In order to categorize the levels of domains and deliver different requirements CBeL suggests multilevel, domain different skill mapping and procedural skill support. To strengthen the e-learning with improved browser category, platform independent data transformation protocol and java enabled client server a performance diagnosis methodology shall device a roadmap. The Kompetansenettet system has been designed as professional development tool for individuals.

CBeL is also used in Medical education and health care industries through the use of LOM (Learning Object Meta data) which developed learning objects, Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) and Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM). The reusable competency map provided power point slides, handouts, reading assignments, self-assessment quizzes at unit level. Some researches also provide details of right kind of personalized serviced delivery with sequencing orders via LOM. The learning ladder is also an important point to consider for sequencing the learning delivery. The program may contain analogies, case studies, chart and diagrams, check list, instructional games and simulations, mind maps, models, pictures, stories, self- test, quizzes, questionnaires and writing task by different styles of introducing expectation, topics, which also inclusive of sub headings, symbols and icons.
The interesting feature and latest development in this field is called as “digital competence”. The EU has clarified certain definitions about digital competence. In addition, to put forth a point on technology, the latest feature is integration of popular LMS with the system which finally reduces overall bandwidth with data application and video sharing. The concluding remarks states that future of distance learning technology with surpass all these methods and effective integration of many more platforms and methods will be the future scenario.

COMPETENCY BASED CORPORATE E-LEARNING

Understanding the psychology of learners: Most of the learners in corporate are adult learners hence, understanding the psychology, perception of requirements becomes a very critical aspect. Emotional processes involved in e-learning are interesting from the user psychological point of view, as they enable to deepen understanding with respect to emotionality involved when using technology. One of the leading ideas in user psychology is explanation. The theory of andragogy instructs us that the best way to assist adults in their learning includes informing them why they need to know the topic, teaching the topic using experiential learning techniques, and having the adults solve a problem that is of immediate importance to them.

Significance of professional learning calendars for employees across board: The professional learning consists of organizational need based learning, occupational requirement learning, individual learning needs and professional learning. Depending on the activity, task, skill requirement professional leaning calendar need to be prepared considering the positional and individual’s development prospects.

Content Update: Content is the most essential part of e-learning. It is considered as a face of e-learning. Content is shared, reused; it may be requirement of books or games, or a model. Updating is very important. Most of the e-learning portals and servers is the content not updated due to monotony feel of learners.

Learner Centric environment: Most of the employees take up e-learning because it is tailored to the requirement of individual’s needs. It is a perspective of talent, interest, specific needs and practices.

Knowledge transfer methods (KTM): KTM covers content, quality, language, standards, mode of presentation, perspective of understanding etc.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The researcher was able to identify five major objectives and five sub objectives which are listed below:

• To identify and analyze the current e-learning practices scenario in BPO sector.
• To examine the correlation between e-learning and performance.
• To analyze the current training and learning methods followed.
• To assess the potential of competency based e-learning for employee development in ITES sector.

The sub objectives are as follows:

• To identify the correlation between competency and performance.
• To identify those personal and Group Characteristics which have an influence on performance.
• To assess whether any improvement in job knowledge influences the overall performance.
• To examine corporate e-learning technology’s influence on the e-learning styles.
• To identify influence of e-learning delivery methods on individual performance.

HYPOTHESES

The aforesaid objectives led to the formulation of following hypotheses:

• H1: There exists correlation between competency and performance.
• H2: There is a significant influence of personal characteristics on individual performance
• H3: There is a significant influence of group characteristics on team performance.
• H4: There is a significant influence of experience on improving job knowledge.
• H5: There is a significant influence of e-Learning delivery method on individual performance.
There is a significant influence of e-learning technology and e-learning styles.

There is a significant influence of 360 degree e-learning on competency.

e-learning increases job knowledge leading to significant improvement in overall performance.

**RESEARCH FOCUS**

- Organizations contribution towards employee development and performance excellence.
- Organizations commitment towards learning environment
- Competency based learning environment
- Training through electronic mode
- Understanding commitment of HR
- Understanding training methods
- Understanding about the Learning department activities

**METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION**

A personal hand on delivery method has been used to administer the questionnaire. This method of data collection is chosen because of the following benefits:

- The researcher delivers to the potential respondents by self-administration.
- The researcher can note the viewpoints of the respondents chosen for study.
- The researcher can identify other practical problems while doing the survey which may be useful for research.

Moreover, for this research this is one of the best methods to collect data because it has minimized bias in qualitative data.

**Population of the study:** The universe of the study is those companies which have incorporated e-learning systems in the present context. The information technology enabled services which are registered are incorporated in India form the universe. There are about 2560 ITES companies.

**Sampling Frame:** There are about 560 ITES companies in Karnataka (22% of ITES are in Karnataka) that includes seven major sectors of ITES. The categories include BPO, CAD/CAM/CAE, WEB DESIGNING AND WEB SERVICES, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION, DATA DIGITIZATION, E-COMMERCE AND GIS.

For this particular research BPO is chosen as Bangalore hosts 49 companies which are wings of global IT major players.

**Sampling unit:** Top 20 BPO companies based on revenue generated and number of people employed.

**Stage 1:** All the employees of ITES in the BPO sector in Bangalore were enlisted. Only the first level employees who are into process handling were taken into account for the purpose of survey.

**Stage 2:** A complete enumeration of learning team / heads/executives who are responsible for process of ITES in the BPO companies was done.

**Stage 3:** The human resources in charge for the process and the competency were evaluated through the data collection instrument.

**Calculation of sample size:** Bangalore population has of 2.5 lakhs, BPO/call center industry has about 28-38%: approximated value on 2, 50,000 (First level employees) assumed as N = 78750.

**Sample space:** First level employees/executives who are into process.

Precision 10% error

Finite population correction factor=N-1/n-i

Determination of sample size for finite population

\[ n = \frac{pq}{6} \]

\[ P = \frac{q}{2} \]

\[ 6 = \sqrt{pq/n} \]

\[ = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{1/n} \]

\[ 6^2 = \frac{1}{n} * \frac{1}{n} \]

\[ 6_p = 0.10/3.09 \]

\[ 6_p = 0.03236 \]

\[ n = 0.25/.001047 = 238.777 \]

n= 250 (for BPO employees stage 1)
Stage 2: Learning and Development n=30 (49 companies –sample from each company)

Stage 3: HR department n=30 (49 companies –sample from each company)

Type of Sampling: Univariate Stratified Random sampling used for data collection from BPO. This is the simplest form of sample; it gives a single variable or unit of analysis. The smaller groups of strata, where in the sample has variety of attributes. The pooled strata used to choose sample from which respondents are picked at random.

FINDINGS FROM THE ANALYSIS (stage I)

- The study has validated the formal hypotheses
- There exists correlation between competency and performance.
- There is significant influence of personal characteristics on individual learning process.
- There is a significant influence of group characteristics on team learning process.
- Improvement individual job knowledge has influenced overall performance although individually there is no significant improvement from e-Learning.
- There is significant influence on corporate e-Learning delivery method on individual performance.
- Corporate e-learning technology has significantly influenced the learning styles.
- Two hypotheses have not been supported by the study
  1. There is no significant influence of 360 degree corporate e-learning on individual competency.
  2. e-Learning although increases job knowledge has not made any significant improvement in business result.

FINDINGS FROM THE ANALYSIS (Stage II)

- Out of 19 dimensions only 7 dimensions have greater statistical significance by gender.
- E-Learning content object and e-learning usage are significantly and statistically at 10% and 15% respectively.
- Learner convenience is high for low salaried personnel as compared to higher level counter parts.
- Learning content and learning platform appears to be similar across all categories.
- The employees with higher salary levels tend to exhibit lower interests towards learning.
- In the correlation analysis in the Land D activity covering 19 dimensions there is negative and get significant association between individual performance and team psychographics.
- There is significant influence on Land D activity is e-learning stage implementation and total performance.
- The e-learning content is perceived to be making negative influence of the employees of Land D department

FINDINGS FROM THE ANALYSIS (Stage III)

- The mean levels of these dimensions suggest that females are consistently and relatively better as compared to male counterpart (N=40).
- In respect of competency development there is not much difference in terms of perception between male and female HR.
- HR people are quite competent in making performance assessment, performance duration and overall performance itself.
- Most of the HR executives are 80% highly qualified in the ITES sector. This is a good pitch for ITES sector on which functional HR can be taken up effectively.
- The dimensional variables which are suppose to make positive influence are making negative influence both at individual and team level.
- As a team their contribution is positive but not statistically significant.
- The correlation between individual and team performance with 12 dimensions of HR have been analyzed. The results not surprisingly show positive correlation.
CONCLUSIONS

As far as BPO’s are concerned, the researcher is concerned ‘Competency based e-Learning’ is at a bad state of affairs, only 20% - 30% of the BPO use e-learning to some extent that too only top companies like TCS, Accenture, HP have taken up e-learning other Organizations have still to a long way to move in order to implement these methods.

This study has clearly demonstrated four factorial dimensions that would lead to capturing variations across learning. These factorial dimensions have to be considered while preparing resource materials and career planning for employees. Induction of skills and knowledge along with positive experience may help enhance efficiency of e-learning programs. The e-learning programs can be effectively delivered by taking into cognizance those attributes which will need to higher levels of efficiency at the individual level and overall performance at aggregate level.

RESEARCH LIMITATIONS

• The outcome of the study depends entirely on the fairness of information supplied by respondents.
• Paradigm shifts due to change in environmental, workplace and individual factors.
• The study is restricted to a select group of corporate enterprises in Bangalore; hence the problem of generalization
• Despite these limitations, our research investigation will expand the knowledge horizon in the e-learning domain and opens up the opportunities for the introduction of e-learning systems much to the efficacy of e-HRM and benefit both employee as well as organization.
• Sample size, through statistically calculated, not enough to make concrete projections.
• Dearth of information has always been a limitation for any study, but as far as this study is concerned, totally relied on the perception data of select employees.

FUTURISTIC NOTE

The present study is indicative of the state of e-learning in ITES organizations while there is a need for a change in setting the trends for future, similar studies for other types of organizations may facilitate growth and development of employees and the organizations. The present study with appropriate adaptation in the instruments may be taken up to derive benefits for immediate future and long term.
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